INTRODUCTION
In another book, Germany Tomorrow, which is to appear
simultaneously with this. Otto Strasser expounds at greater
length and more clearly than I could in a couple of chapters
of Xemms?, his remarkable conception of a eGerman
Socialism" and his proposals for a new Germany in a new
Europe.
Much has changed since I wrote Nemesis? Then, at the
dawn of 1940, I saw with jubilation that we had been given
an unexpected, perhaps unmerited, but at all events in-
valuable respite of many months and —making an over-
optimistic assumption for the first time in three books
in favour of my own country — I calculated that we should
so use that heaven-sent time that we should in the spring
he far beyond the reaeli of defeat, though not within sight
of victory.
The eight months were not fully used and their history,
when it comes to ht* written, will be more astounding and
more difltcult to believe than the seven years of ostrichism
am! wishful thinking which led to this war. The result is
that, as I write this introduction, we are faced with the
bitterest struggle in our history, and the odds against us have
lengthened ominously to our disadvantage.
As Otto Strasser writes in his lbrword> Hitler is staking
everything on victory before the autumn, and by our own
faults of dihitoriness and dawdling, prolonged from the seven
pre-war years into the first eight months of the very war
itself, we have gambled away the certainty of his defeat
which those eight months should have given us. If we can
hold out for three or four months, we should, once more, be
sat**; Hitler's downfall would, once more, be certain.
In these circumstances, the part that Otto Strasser may
play is, like all tist% in the lap of fate, If Hitler's gigantic
venturer fails. Otto Stra&ser will once more loom large in the
picture, We have heart! much of the Fifth Column in this
and utiuT countries, That the biggest Fifth Column,
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